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Introduction

1. This booklet gives advice and guidance to employers on assessing their activities under the Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations 2002 (COSHH).

2. It replaces an older publication with the same title, but its essential purpose remains the same - to describe and explain the principles of assessment, illustrating them with extensive examples.

3. COSHH does not set out specific requirements for specific circumstances. It sets out a basic system for managing risk to health. In management you need to firstly find out what the situation is, and secondly decide what to do about it. These are the two purposes of COSHH assessment, in relation to risk from exposure to hazardous substances.

4. The booklet sets out a framework of stages in carrying out assessment. Parts 1-5 describe each stage in detail. It is a suggested framework and there is no reason why employers should not opt for a different sequence. Whatever route you choose, the same information is required and you will need to take a systematic approach.

5. The legal requirement is for assessment to be 'suitable and sufficient'. More serious and complex risks require greater consideration to meet this requirement, simpler and lower risk situations will require less. Some of this booklet will be irrelevant to those assessing simple cases, but much more will be relevant for complex or serious risks.

6. In both cases the aim is reliable conclusions, based on informed judgement. The examples show the range in complexity and depth required to achieve this in different circumstances.

7. This booklet is not a pro forma for assessment. There is an infinite variety of work activities and the range of effective ways of combatting risks is equally extensive. Because of this, it is impossible to produce a single format for assessment that defines detailed assessment requirements for all circumstances. That does not mean to say that this guidance cannot or should not be used as a checklist of necessary tasks.

8. COSHH is not a bureaucratic exercise. It is about making sure things are done to reduce pain and suffering caused by ill health. Poor assessment that merely collects information may well result in meaningless mountains of paper. However, good assessment, motivated by a constructive desire to know what is going on and the best ways of dealing with problems, can be used not only for reference but also as a plan for identifying action to reduce ill health.

9. Modern legislation increasingly emphasises the assessment of all workplace health and safety matters, not just hazardous substances. The underlying management principles of COSHH assessment, ie finding out and then deciding what to do, are the same as those for assessment required by other health and safety legislation. In particular, the Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1999 (MHSW), have a wide-ranging requirement for assessment, overlapping a number of existing Regulations, including COSHH. An assessment made under COSHH does not have to be repeated for the purposes of MHSW. The COSHH assessment, and the strategy resulting from it for managing exposure to hazardous substances, can be made as part of, or as an extension of, the more general risk assessment requirements of MHSW. The HSE publication Successful health
and safety management sets out a universal strategy for the management of all workplace health, safety and welfare and is particularly relevant in this respect.

10 This booklet should be read in conjunction with the COSHH Regulations, the Approved Codes of Practice relating to COSHH and other relevant HSE publications giving guidance and advice. (A list of relevant publications is given in the References section at the back of this booklet.) Other sources of technical information may need to be referred to, depending on the circumstances. These can come from a variety of sources which are suggested in the text.

**Help with the risk assessment**

*COSHH essentials: Easy steps to control chemicals*

11 HSE has developed *COSHH essentials* as a generic risk assessment scheme for a wide range of hazardous substances. *COSHH essentials* was launched initially in a paper version, but it is also now available free of charge on the Internet. Electronic *COSHH essentials* carries out an online risk assessment to give businesses practical solutions for their workplace. It simply asks users to input readily available information about the chemicals they use and the way they use them. The system then automatically identifies the correct control solutions and produces easy to follow instructions on how to put the guidance into practice. It leads users to appropriate control advice for a range of common tasks, eg mixing, weighing and spray painting. As well as being quicker and easier to use than the paper version, the web-based system has hypertext links throughout, so that the user can access other guidance. This guidance can also be printed off and used as the basis of a record of the risk assessment. The publication *COSHH essentials: Easy steps to control chemicals* can be purchased from HSE Books. Electronic *COSHH essentials* can be found at www.coshh-essentials.org.uk.

**Guidance on biological agents**

The HSC’s Advisory Committee on Dangerous Pathogens is developing a guide for employers who face the risk of infection at work although they are not intentionally working with micro-organisms. *Infection at work: Controlling the risks* shows employers how to identify, assess and control the risks of infection in their workplace. It contains handy hints on how they can meet their legal duties under COSHH, as well as identifying key tasks and occupations that could expose employees or even the public to infection while at work. The guide also provides a template for recording the risk assessment, along with an example of how it could be completed. Publication is expected towards the end of 2003.
Summary of the assessment process

The flow diagram in Figure 1 shows the essential structure of COSHH assessment.

The starting point is at the top with a logical progression downwards and anti-clockwise through the following five sections.

Each stage of the assessment should be completed before going onto the next. At the end of each stage ask yourself if you are genuinely confident about your assessment so far. If you are, go onto the next stage, if you are not, go back over what you have done. If you are not sure, it may be because you need more help.

The five sections correspond to Parts 1-5 of this guidance.

1. Gathering information about the substances, the work and the working practices (or finding out what the problems are).
2. Evaluating the risks to health (or looking at the problems that are found).
3. Deciding on the necessary measures to comply with regulations 7-13 of COSHH.
4. Recording the assessment.
5. When the assessment needs to be reviewed.

Each of the boxes in the flow diagram gives a reference to paragraphs containing further information later in the booklet. If you only need to look at a particular aspect of assessment the references show you where to look.

It cannot be overemphasised that the depth of assessment required depends on the complexity and degree of risk. Simple, low-risk situations will require little, but high-risk, complex situations need much more attention. It might take one person two minutes to assess the risks from using correction fluid in the office. It could take a multidisciplinary team weeks to assess the risks in the factory where it is made.

Assessment does not stop at the bottom of the flow diagram. The Regulations require that assessments are reviewed. This means going back to re-examine earlier conclusions. But if those earlier conclusions are still valid you do not need to repeat the whole assessment process. The primary purpose of review is to check and, where necessary, amend assessments; not repeat them.
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Note: Bold figures refer to paragraph numbers.
Gathering information about the substances, the work and the working practices

Decide who will carry out the assessment

19 The smaller the organisation, and the less significant the risks seem, the less likely it is that many people will need to be closely involved in the assessment process. With less serious or more easily understandable risks, there will be less need for technical expertise in occupational hygiene to complete suitable and sufficient assessments. (But no matter how small an organisation may be, there is no guarantee that serious or difficult risks will not occur.)

20 As matters become more complex and varied, usually across larger organisations, then more people will need to be involved. This is not just because more work is required, but also because the greater variety of situations will usually require a range of different skills and knowledge.

21 Part 6 of this booklet discusses competence needed for assessment in more detail.

22 As the numbers involved increase, so does the need for management of their work. Individual responsibilities should be clearly described by the person in charge of the assessment process; and it is important that whoever is in charge can exercise authority delegated to him or her by the employer.

23 For large assessments many employers have successfully used a combination of a central coordinating body and teams reporting back to it with observations and recommendations. The central body can act in:

- selecting competent team members;
- giving guidance to make sure teams are looking for the right things;
- drawing valid conclusions;
- monitoring the recommendations they make;
- providing a central source of occupational hygiene expertise.

A car assembly plant involves many different departments, e.g. paintshop, stores, body assembly, engine installation, administration etc.

Assessment is evidently a substantial exercise and will require the contribution of many different staff.

A central coordinating committee is set up, headed by the plant general manager. It is charged with reporting to the company personnel director by a certain date with recommendations for action required to comply with COSHH. The committee includes the departmental heads, the company health and safety manager and senior employee representatives.
Each departmental manager then selects a COSHH team for their own areas. Once all the relevant staff have been selected, both they and the central committee attend a one day in-house training course provided by an external health and safety consultancy. This is not intended to turn everyone into experts, but to make them aware of the nature of COSHH and the sort of approach it requires. The central committee then produces a set of guidelines describing how they want the COSHH teams to report back to them. Departmental heads use these to identify with their teams what the problems are and how they think they should be dealt with. This process includes workshop inspections by the team, including the manager. The manager's visible participation is important in showing that management takes the issue seriously. On the other hand, the involvement of more junior staff in the inspection encourages people to say things they might not necessarily repeat to their boss. During this process it is inevitable that some problems will be raised that the team cannot answer. For instance, it may not be possible to tell if a local exhaust plant is actually controlling exposure to an occupational exposure standard. In that case the Department Manager refers back to the health and safety manager on the central committee and the expertise held by his or her department.

Once all teams have completed their surveys and recommendations they are discussed and compiled by the central committee into a single report for presentation to the personnel director.

24 It is important to involve employees in the assessment process. They have the most direct knowledge of how work is carried out. Their information is vital to an employer to ensure assessment that reflects work as it really happens, rather than as it should. It also promotes the commitment of employees to precautions established by the assessment.

25 Employee participation can be on an individual or representative basis, but with larger workforces representatives would usually be more appropriate.

26 Where there are safety representatives appointed by recognised trade unions under the Safety Representatives and Safety Committee Regulations 1977, employers have a duty to consult them on arrangements for measures to ensure the health of employees and on checking the effectiveness of those measures. This includes consultation on the matters covered by COSHH. Similarly, other employees not covered by such representatives must be consulted either directly or indirectly through elected representatives of employee safety, according to the Health and Safety (Consultation with Employees) Regulations 1996. More information on an employer's duties under these Regulations is provided in HSE's publication Consulting employees on health and safety: A guide to the law.

Identify the substances present or likely to be

Think what hazardous substances might be present in the workplace

27 Substances hazardous to health include: gases, vapours, liquids, fumes, dusts and solids and can be part of a mixture of materials. Consider also what micro-organisms may be present (including the microscopic eggs and larval stages of some larger parasites).

☐ Find out what substances are coming into the business and where they are used, worked on, handled or stored; all should be accounted for. Check stock lists.
Think what substances might be produced during any process as intermediates, by-products or finished products or what might be given off as wastes, residues, fumes, dusts etc.

Think what might be transported, collected, poured, weighed, packed, discharged or disposed of.

Remember that substances are used in, or arise from maintenance, cleaning, repair work, research or testing laboratories etc. They can also arise from work on the structure of the building, eg removal of insulating materials or sandblasting during facade cleaning.

How can hazardous substances be recognised?

They can be recognised through knowledge of the process and from previous experience, or by reading HSE guidance notes and relevant trade associations' scientific and technical literature. You could also search the Web or ask the advice of trade associations, other employers etc or a competent toxicology, occupational hygiene or health adviser.

Is the substance listed in HSE's publication, EH40 Occupational exposure limits, which lists substances which have been assigned occupational exposure limits?

Is the substance a carcinogen or mutagen (see the definition in regulation 2 and the lists in Schedule 1 to COSHH)?

Is the substance classified as very toxic, toxic, harmful, sensitising, corrosive, irritant or toxic to reproduction (see the information provided by suppliers, eg the safety data sheet or the package label)?

Is the substance a cause of occupational asthma (does the safety data sheet or package label include R42 'May cause sensitisation by inhalation' or R42/43 'May cause sensitisation by inhalation and skin contact')?

Note: Suppliers are required by the Chemicals (Hazard Information and Packaging for Supply) Regulations 2002 (CHIP) to provide adequate information; it can take a number of forms, including labels and safety data sheets. Ask them if it is not provided or if you cannot understand what they have sent you. Advice on the interpretation of suppliers' information is contained in HSE's leaflet Read the label. How to find out if chemicals are dangerous. Read all the information on labels very carefully.
Examples of hazardous substances associated with certain work activities

Office work

Photocopier toner and developer fluids
Domestic cleaning materials:
- Bleach
- Toilet cleaner
- Window cleaner
- Furniture polishes
- Floor cleaners
Substances found in maintenance departments:
- Paints
- Solvents
- Biocides
- Lubricating oils
Ozone generation from photocopiers
Flysprays, mouse poisons and other pest control substances

Boat building

Wood dust
Paints
Fibreglass resin (fumes and resin)
Glass resin
Welding fume
Solvents
Diesel and diesel fumes
Varnishes
Adhesives
Pesticides (anti-fouling paints, timber preservatives etc)
The disease leptospirosis
All the substances found in offices

Identify how the substances are hazardous

Think whether each substance is in a form in which it could be:

- inhaled;
- swallowed (either directly or from settling on food etc or from eating food with contaminated fingers);
- absorbed or introduced through the skin or via the eyes (either directly or from contact with contaminated surfaces or clothing);
- injected into the body by high pressure equipment or contaminated sharp objects.

Pesticides

These substances can enter the body through most routes and there is ample opportunity for them to do so.

- Ingestion - smoking/eating/drinking with contaminated hands or face.
- Inhalation - operator's (and other people's) exposure to spray drift or vapour during spraying, mixing, adjusting etc.
- Absorption - splashes on unprotected skin, especially during tank mixing or filling.
- Contact with contaminated clothing, surfaces or recently treated areas.
- Swallowing - blowing out blocked nozzles.
Hydrogen sulphide

This gas occurs in many confined spaces in potentially lethal concentrations. It poses a significant risk through inhalation, but is a negligible hazard via other routes. Assessment therefore requires minimal, if any, consideration of those other routes.

Check out all forms in which the substance may be present. Some substances can be virtually harmless in some forms (eg as a block of metal) while very hazardous in others (eg the same metal as a dust or fume).

What effects could they have?

For each route of entry or contact identified, find out what sort of harm could result (sources of information in paragraph 28 will be useful).

Could serious effects or death, either immediate or delayed, occur from single exposures to the substances (ie the effects of acute exposure)?

Inhaling dangerous concentrations of cadmium fumes (eg when cutting or burning off cadmium coated steel) can result in severe short-term effects. A few hours after the initial exposure, increasingly severe respiratory and fever symptoms can follow and have been fatal in previous cases.

Could adverse effects or death result from repeated, even low level, exposures over a period of time (ie the chronic exposures)?

Longer term exposure to cadmium fume and to a lesser extent dust (eg during cadmium battery or pigment manufacture) can adversely affect both the lungs and kidneys. Kidney damage is likely to appear first, but continued exposure can result in emphysema-like symptoms.

Could there be both long-term and short-term effects? Some substances may have only acute effects and some chronic but, as the previous two examples show, others may have both.

Could cancers occur?

It is not only in large, specialised chemical plants that carcinogens may be found. Used engine oils and cutting fluids from engineering processes are considered capable of causing cancer, normally due to skin contact. Consequently there is scope for exposure to carcinogens during vehicle repair and at machining operations.
Could the substance cause sensitisation, allergic reactions or asthma?

Glutaraldehyde has been used as a sterilant in hospitals. It is a powerful irritant and those effects are immediately apparent to those exposed to it. It is also a respiratory sensitiser, but the onset of sensitisation is a more subtle process. Those who have been sensitised to it will suffer severe effects on exposure to minute concentrations, much smaller than those necessary to cause irritation. Exposure to glutaraldehyde can also cause asthma, as can a number of other substances, such as isocyanates used in paint spraying, flour dust and grain dust, wood dust, latex, colophony/soldering fume, laboratory animals, glues and resins.

Could the substance cause dermatitis?

Metalworking fluids and cutting oils used in engineering can cause dermatitis as can a number of the solutions used in hairdressing salons.

Could the substance be harmful to the human reproductive process?

Pregnant ewes are known to be carriers of a micro-organism known as Chlamydia psittaci. It can cause abortion in pregnant women.

In the case of micro-organisms, could they cause infection or could an infected individual infect others?

Many people working with animals are at risk of infection with zoonotic diseases such as leptospirosis or Q fever. The risk of infected people passing those diseases to others is fairly small.

On the other hand, in hospitals clinical staff may come into contact with extremely dangerous micro-organisms such as hepatitis B. In this case the risk of an exposed individual spreading infection through the workplace is serious. In the same circumstances other diseases such as rubella or chicken pox may not be so immediately life-threatening, but the potential for spread of infection is high.

(These examples all affect the types of precautions which will need to be taken.)

Check the sources of information for indications of any enhanced harmful effects arising from work involving exposure to mixtures of substances. These can occur if people come into contact with two or more substances, either at the same time or successively. It may be necessary to ask a competent toxicology or health adviser for further details.
Some hand cleansing gels can remove fats and natural oils from the skin. This increases the risk of absorption of hazardous substances through the skin. Gels may be suitable for use at the end of shifts, but they should not be used during them.

Find out who could be exposed and how

33 This can be organised in either one of two ways:

- take different work activities and look at all the exposures in each; or
- take different substances and see where exposure to them occurs across different activities.

34 For simpler cases, the latter substance-based approach may be successful, especially where few substances are involved, but it can be very wasteful in more complicated situations. For instance, automatically looking for a particular substance across many activities is pointless if the substance only occurs in half of them.

35 The activity-based approach gives much more scope for grouping assessment into broadly consistent categories. In this way, especially in larger companies, assessment of similar types of work and risk does not need to be repeated. In all but the simplest cases it is recommended that an activity-based approach will be more effective and easier to manage than a substance by substance strategy.

A very large national utility took the number of hazardous substances it encountered and multiplied it by the number of different types of work activity it undertook. It assumed this was the number of different COSHH assessments it would have to do. The answer was 20 000. After some thought the number of different types of work involving similar types of exposure were established. The answer was 5000. This was still substantial, which was not surprising taking into account the size of the company, but was vastly more manageable than the numbers based on a substance by substance approach.

Divide the work up into manageable chunks

36 Careful thought at this stage can save much effort in producing a satisfactory assessment. Hasty assessment will almost certainly result in unnecessary and wasted effort. Some forethought will enable similar types of risk to be identified, and conclusions drawn for one area are often, with minor amendment, applicable to others as well. Initial thinking will also make the relative priorities for assessment clearer. Obviously some matters will require more urgent consideration than others.

37 Divide the work into logical units in relation to the substances that are being worked with, eg departments, processes, different groups of people, different locations. Look at each of the units on its own. Walking through the workplace and looking at floor or process plans should help with this division.
A school could be divided into the following categories for COSHH assessment:

| Maintenance | - grounds | - chemical application (including pesticides) |
| - buildings | - water treatment/heating |
| - exposure to leptospira | - painting |
| - woodworking | - construction |
| - cleaning | - supplying and installing substances |
| - swimming pool (chlorine system) | - pesticide storage |
| - pest control |

| Teaching | - technical subjects | - science |
| - design and technology |

| Administration | - non-technical | - general classroom (minimal concern) |
| - general office procedures |

If the work involves large numbers of substances, eg research laboratories, group substances on the basis of their properties and the way they are used or handled. It will often be unnecessary to assess each individual chemical in its own right as opposed to assessment of a category. (Identification, through COSHH assessment, of what actually is on the premises, can generate large financial savings by drawing attention to wasteful purchasing policies.)

In a laboratory:

- acids and bases could be considered in terms of pH banding;
- solvents and other generic classes could be grouped into different label descriptions, eg toxic, very toxic;
- substances stored in large quantities require their own handling procedures and could be treated separately from smaller stocks;
- treating all substances within a group in the same way as the most hazardous one is usually a valid approach.

On a fruit farm a particularly wide range of pesticides may be used:

- herbicides, insecticides and fungicides could be treated separately;
- powder, granular and liquid formulations are easily identifiable and pose different handling problems;
- different chemicals may be applied in different ways, eg knapsack sprayer, ground application, foliar application.
Find out who is doing what and what does and could really happen

Think of all groups of people, from among:

- production employees;
- ancillary or support-services employees;
  (Note: Cleaners and maintenance staff are often exposed not only to substances from their own activities, but to those from production activities as well.)
- contractors on site;
- visitors;
- supervisors and managers;
- students;
- office workers;
- people outside.

Retail garden centre with a small facility for manufacturing garden furniture

Full-time workers could be exposed to the following:

- spillage during handling of garden chemicals;
- wood dust, paints, solvents, preservatives and adhesives in the furniture workshop;
- forklift diesel fumes in storage buildings;
- dipping bulbs with organophosphorous pesticide.

Ancillary workers could be exposed to the following:

- cleaners mopping up spillages;
- cleaners using hazardous cleaning materials, e.g., bleach;
- maintenance workers repairing contaminated racking.

Contractors and visitors (including the public), could be exposed to a variety of hazards, especially where there is little supervision or control of access to various parts of the premises.

Supervisors and managers are likely to be exposed to all the circumstances listed, although it will usually be of greatly reduced length and intensity.

Students and other casual workers might be employed to stack shelves. There is some scope for them to come into contact with spillages of hazardous substances in this work. They may also find themselves helping out in other areas when there is a temporary need for an ‘extra hand’.

Office workers will be exposed to the normal range of substances found in offices. They may also have incidental contact with other work activities on the site. For instance, do they regularly have to pass through the woodworking shop to get to the office?

There will usually be little scope for effects on people outside the premises, but instances where there is might include:

- spray drift from pesticide treatment of outside plants;
- disposal of spent bulb treatment solution;
- fumigation of on-site production (as opposed to display) glasshouses.
Look at what the people in each group are doing and how. People do not always work 'by the book' and they may devise their own methods. This does not mean that shop floor practices are always wrong and some of the most elegantly simple solutions can be derived from workers’ ideas. Remember the point of assessment is real solutions that work in practice for the problems in individual workplaces.

Welders often have to approach their workpieces from different angles. As the fume always rises, exposure can vary greatly depending on the position of the welder relative to it. Local exhaust ventilation with movable capture hoods is available to cope with this problem. However, where it is provided many operators fail to move the hood as they alter their position; consequently the LEV is rendered largely ineffective.

Although it is well known in the printing industry that carrying solvent rags in coverall pockets results in gross skin contamination, it still goes on.

On the other hand, workers may have modified empty containers as simple and convenient storage bins for rags at the places where they are needed. (Good ideas generated from the shop floor are more likely to be taken up enthusiastically than imposition from management. This emphasises the need for employees to be involved in the assessment process.)

Ask what happens to working practices when events such as cleaning, breakdowns, sudden staff shortages, changes in personnel, changes in the volume of production and adverse weather conditions occur. (These can all have a great effect on whether and to what extent people are exposed to substances.)

Construction and agricultural employees working outdoors may well be tempted to discard protective coveralls and other personal protective equipment (PPE) during hot weather. This illustrates the reasons for the 'last resort' status of PPE under COSHH and the need for careful selection to suit the user and circumstances when it is used.

During the peak harvesting season a food processing factory may employ additional casual labour and operate a multi-shift system. Casual labour will not have the same appreciation of what precautionary measures are required and during late shifts there is likely to be less comprehensive management control of what is going on.

Local exhaust ventilation is an essential control method in numerous applications. It is essential that defects are repaired as soon as possible, but this is not always the case, especially where shortcomings are not reported.
A chemical process relies on the mixing of two components fed into a reaction vessel at a constant rate. Because of an intermittently leaky flange in the pipeline supplying one of the components the reaction often slows down. Does the operator increase the flow (and thus the rate of contamination from the leak) or stop to repair the leak? (Why has the leak not been properly repaired in the first place?)

Note any differences between people in a group

42 Consider separately anyone whose working habits, size, working posture or personal hygiene practices (eg washing, eating) are significantly different. This also applies to anyone who might possibly have increased susceptibility to the effects of substances, eg new or expectant mothers, young people, those known to be sensitised to specific substances, those with chronic bronchitis.

43 Remember the less ‘visible’ ancillary people, such as cleaners, maintenance personnel, research and development staff, crane drivers, storekeepers, contractors, visitors etc.

A large feed mill employs sales representatives as well as production personnel. They are likely to have daily exposure as they walk through the mill buildings for morning and evening meetings with the sales manager. This could be particularly important where there are any signs of sensitisation to grain dust. Probably more importantly, they visit a wide range of industrial, warehouse and business premises during their working day. They need to have an awareness of the risks to health they may encounter and how to react to them.

Local authority engineers may have to enter sewers where there is a risk of fatal gassing. In these circumstances full, self-contained breathing apparatus would be essential. If the wearer has a beard there will be a poor fit of the face mask which could have fatal consequences.

Vets sometimes use powerful tranquillisers to sedate large animals such as deer and horses. These substances are fatal to humans in very small amounts. Vets and their assistants need to show responsibility and non-complacency when using them.

To get away quickly after work, some workers may prefer to keep their own coats hung up at their workstation rather than in separate lockers. Consequently the coat becomes contaminated and the worker receives additional exposure from wearing it; and also takes it home to his or her family.

Loading stone into wagons at quarries is usually undertaken by high capacity loader shovels. Dust levels can be dramatically reduced by minimising drop heights from the bucket to the wagon. However, drivers often get into the habit of doing the exact opposite.
Sources of information

44 Follow the principles of good practice from the outset to avoid subsequent expensive modifications. Read relevant HSE and industry association codes of practice and guidance. Collect information from potential suppliers of substances and plant.

45 Ask other employers in similar processes and trade associations for their advice and experiences.

46 Discuss with employees' representatives.

47 As the equipment is installed, gather information from 'trial runs' if feasible. Where appropriate, simulate breakdowns, emergencies etc and adjust plans as necessary.

48 Base the assessment on what happens at the commissioning stage, so that any deficiencies can be identified and put right.
Evaluating the risks to health

Decide whether you will evaluate risks to groups or individuals

49 COSHH requires precautions to be taken for the protection of every employee. However, in many cases, the risks to each individual can be reliably determined by considering groups with the same or similar working characteristics and concentrating on a few people who are representative and typical of each group.

In a factory producing televisions, circuit boards are assembled on production lines. At each stage in the line a number of workers carry out identical work. In that case it is not necessary to assess individual exposures to arrive at reliable conclusions for all the members of a group.

Different fitters employed by a contract maintenance company may visit a wide range of premises involving different exposures and risks. In that case it will be difficult to draw single conclusions appropriate to the different fitters and assessment will be required on an individual employee basis.

50 Working out the risk involves combining the answers to the following questions:

- What is the potential of a substance or the combined potential of two or more substances to cause harm (i.e., the hazard)?
- What is the chance of exposure occurring?
- How often is exposure liable to occur?
- What levels are people exposed to and for how long?

What is the potential of a substance for causing harm?

51 The harmful potential of substances identified as arising in the course of any work should already be apparent from having completed Part 1.

What is the chance of the exposure occurring?

52 Consider the following questions in relation to the information collected about the work in Part 1. Also, bear in mind the various ways harmful exposures can occur. People can come into contact with a substance in various ways.

- Do they work with it directly?
- Are they near where it is handled, transported, used, worked upon, collected, packed, stored, disposed of, discharged or given off, etc., or is it simply present in the environment?
A textile company uses reactive dyes, which are potent respiratory sensitisers requiring high standards of control. As well as those working directly with the powders, the following are also potentially exposed and the risks to them need to be assessed: dyestuff storekeeper; maintenance staff working on contaminated LEV; cleaners; workers adjacent to weighing and mixing stations.

- Are they in the vicinity of an accidental release or spillage?

A warehouse routinely stores large quantities of hazardous substances. Handling with fork-lift trucks inevitably involves some breakage of containers ranging from single package leaks to spillage of entire pallet loads. Staff come into contact with the substances both through clearing the spillage and the general need to move about the warehouse.

- Could they enter an enclosed space where it might be present?

Exposure to dichloromethane or tetrachloroethylene (perchloroethylene) during routine use of a large degreasing tank may be adequately controlled. However, entry into the tank for maintenance and cleaning purposes entails life-threatening risks and requires very stringent standards of control. Alternative working methods that do not involve tank entry may be reasonably practicable and these should always be the first option.

- Could they disturb deposits of the substance on surfaces (eg during cleaning) and make them airborne?

Local exhaust ventilation in a chrome-plating works may require regular maintenance and cleaning, which will often disturb deposits of caked chromic acid. Therefore, maintenance workers will almost inevitably be exposed at very close hand to high concentrations of dust.

- Could they wear previously contaminated clothing or protective equipment?

Agricultural workers should wear respiratory protection when shovelling material in feed lofts. The RPE is commonly hung on a nail in the loft for easy access. Since the loft is normally filled pneumatically the RPE will be heavily contaminated and rendered useless, becoming a source of exposure, rather than protection against it.

- Could they come into contact with contaminated surfaces?

A lorry driver operates a tanker carrying a corrosive substance. During filling through the top hatches there is spillage down the side of the tank and onto the trailer chassis. The driver is liable to come into contact with the substance as he prepares the trailer for travel.
Could the substance be passed on to them from someone else, eg from other people’s contaminated clothing or from personal contact?

A laboratory arranges for employee overalls to be cleaned by an industrial laundry. At the end of each shift workers place their overalls in a bin and they are subsequently collected by cleaning staff. The cleaning staff are at risk of contamination.

How often is exposure liable to occur?

53 Judge from general knowledge and experience of the type of work and information supplied by workpeople and their representatives.

54 Consider, in particular, people and activities where exposure is routinely very frequent (eg virtually daily exposure).

55 Consider the consequences of any non-routine work, production of one-off items or isolated batches, trials, maintenance, repair operations, spillages etc.

56 Remember, when planning work, that the chances of harmful exposures occurring are often linked to:

- the training and information given to employees, including supervisors;
- the reliability and suitability of the existing control measures for the job and the people engaged in it; and
- the quality of the maintenance of the control measures.

Loading road tankers with concentrated sulphuric acid at a chemical factory is a high priority for COSHH assessment.

The filling operation is normally carried out by company drivers who have been comprehensively trained in the correct procedures.

It is also common that independent contract tankers driven by non-company staff are filled. These drivers are often unfamiliar with standard filling procedures. In addition it is often difficult to achieve a good seal between contractor tank hatches and site filling equipment, increasing the likelihood of spills.

Because the acid is corrosive there is a heavy maintenance burden. Fitters frequently have to work on heavily contaminated plant.
What levels are people exposed to and for how long?

57 The pattern and total time of exposure during the entire work period can usually be determined by observing and asking the people concerned.

58 You do not always need to carry out measurements for COSHH assessments. The aim is to identify what needs to be done. In many cases it will be obvious that conditions are satisfactory without measuring them. For instance, a process completely sealed inside a well-maintained enclosure is unlikely to cause significant exposure to those outside it. But if particularly hazardous substances are involved, it would be appropriate to use measurement to confirm the situation and the exposure of maintenance workers will be significant. The workplace may also comply with all the detailed conditions specified in HSE and other literature that in practice will achieve adequate control. If those standards are achieved, there is less benefit to be gained from carrying out measurements.

59 As certainty about the levels of exposure declines, the need for their measurement will increase. Always err on the side of caution and measure where significant doubt exists. Measurement identifies the scale of a problem so that an appropriate response can be made. It is valuable for avoiding both under- and over-reaction.

60 An indication of the amount of concentration of exposure can often be given by simple tests (eg indicator tubes, dust lamps).

61 Sometimes the amount cannot be established with confidence without taking detailed measurements. If there is still doubt, be on the safe side in deciding on precautions later.

62 Always take into account the conditions or circumstances which could be expected to give rise to the greatest exposures.

63 It is especially important to know precisely about the amount or concentration and length of time of exposure when:

- exposure occurs very frequently;
- a high level of exposure can be foreseen at any time;
- a substance has a maximum exposure limit or an occupational exposure standard, or has been assigned an in-house occupational exposure limit or can cause cancer, asthma or respiratory sensitisation or is otherwise known to be particularly hazardous.

64 Advice on sampling for airborne contaminants is contained in the HSE publication *Monitoring strategies for toxic substances*.

65 In the case of substances hazardous by ingestion or absorption through the skin, biological monitoring (ie measuring bodily uptake by analysing biological samples, eg of blood and urine) may be needed. For more information, see HSE's publication *Biological monitoring in the workplace: A guide to its practical application to chemical exposure*.
There should be standards against which the results can be compared: e.g. maximum exposure limits, occupational exposure standards, in-house occupational exposure limits, biological exposure levels.

A woodworking premises producing high quality reproduction furniture.

Workers may be employed as joiners, cabinetmakers or similarly specific job titles. However, in reality employees are much more likely to undertake a variety of tasks outside these traditional divisions. Assessment will not reflect real life if strict demarcation of job content is assumed. The assessor needs to find out who actually does what.

Dust generation is a universal consequence of most woodworking businesses. It can include exposure to hardwood dust which is carcinogenic. Where no control measures are in place it may not need personal monitoring to conclude that exposure levels are unacceptable. Where local exhaust ventilation is installed the question may well be 'Is it performing adequately and to its design specification'? Performance can only be ensured by proper design and maintenance. Simple dust lamp techniques can quickly highlight failures.

Where organic solvents and adhesives are used, often characteristic odours are likely to pervade the premises, but this does not necessarily indicate inadequate exposure control. Usually smell is not a very good guide to judging concentrations in air, even though it is an indispensable aid to walkthrough surveys. For more accurate assessment, data from use of simple indicator tubes is often effective.

Exposure to the same organic compounds may involve complicated patterns. For instance, different types of furniture may involve more or less use of adhesives or more or less volatile substances may be used. In that case more extensive investigation than a simple 'one-off indicator tube survey may be required to establish the real state of affairs confidently.

Where there is obviously gross exposure, e.g. substantial dust deposits, dust hanging visibly in the air, vapour to the point of physical discomfort; it is not necessary for measurement to conclude that control is inadequate, but you do need to find out how inadequate.

The amount and nature of dust given off during sanding may vary considerably because of, for instance:

- type of wood;
- coarseness of sanding;
- the number of machines in operation.

The maximum potential for exposure, rather than just the usual, should be considered.

There are a number of substances likely to be found in furniture making that are subject to occupational exposure limits; in particular the following are subject to maximum exposure limits:

- hardwood and softwood dusts;
- dichloromethane (paint strippers and some adhesives);
isocyanates (two-pack polyurethane paints and varnishes);
2 ethoxy ethanol solvent (some stains and lacquers);
formaldehyde (given off during the machining of particle board or medium density fibreboard (MDF)).

Adequate control for these substances requires that the specified levels are not exceeded, and in the case of MELs reduced to as low a level as reasonably practicable. The assessment should be able to show that this is achieved. If the highest standards of control, for example those specified in HSE guidance, have been implemented and are working properly, it can be reasonable to assume adequate control. But in other cases the same confidence cannot be assumed. In those cases some form of air sampling or exposure monitoring may be necessary to establish whether there is compliance with the requirement for adequate control.

Draw conclusions about the risks to health

When might there be grounds for concluding exposure is not a risk to health?

Sometimes, even without taking measurements, there are reasonable grounds for reaching this conclusion, as the following examples show.

- Quantities or rate of use of the substance are too small to constitute a risk under foreseeable circumstances of use, even if controls broke down.

A certain small office photocopier sited in a separate room generates ozone. The company relies on natural ventilation to disperse the gas. The instructions to staff recommend that the window is left open, but it may be closed, especially in winter. However, the general ventilation system still guarantees movement of air and this is sufficient to disperse ozone. (Note that while this may be the case for incidental use of this type of photocopier, it may not be so for a photocopying room, where staff are exposed to day-long ozone generation from a number of constantly working machines.)

- Operations are strictly in accordance with well-documented information provided about the process and operating conditions by the suppliers of the plant, in which they give a valid assurance that the operation will not give rise to risks to health.

A small garage expands from mechanical work into a full accident repair business. As part of this, it installs a fully equipped, purpose-built ventilated spraying booth and employs a fully qualified vehicle paint sprayer with longstanding experience. The supplying company is well-known as a market leader in designing and installing equipment that minimises the risks to operators. Their service includes a comprehensive planning of the installation, taking into account the implications of hazardous substances used. As part of the package they provide a comprehensive on-site training course for the operator and employer, which addresses health and safety matters in depth. There is no need for employers to repeat this work in their assessment, but it will need to refer to the operating documents from the supplier.
Previous measurements have been taken of the process, in-house or elsewhere, including 'worst-case' situations, which confirm that exposure is not a risk to health at any time, and conditions now are demonstrably still the same.

The process is conducted to exactly the same standards, or better, as in up-to-date HSE, Industry Advisory Committee, Subject Advisory Committee or industry association guidance on good practice, that carries valid assurance of insignificant exposure.

The air conditioning system in a large office block includes wet cooling towers situated on the roof. There is an obvious hazard from legionella. A senior management decision is made to follow to the letter the advice and guidance contained in the HSC Approved Code of Practice (ACOP) *Legionnaires’ disease. The control of legionella bacteria in water systems.* Management systems are established to implement and sustain the procedures and standards described in the ACOP.

Remember

68 While routine, day-to-day, exposure may not constitute a risk to health (eg with an enclosed system), the failure of the control measures could result in serious risks (eg the system releasing its contents). The assessment must address these risks and the precautions to prevent them happening.

Routine operator exposure to flour dust is minimised by a system where all milling operations are carried out in sealed enclosures and transfer of flour is carried out pneumatically in a closed system. The assessment does not address the potential for leakage from the pneumatic system. Since no clear arrangements exist for dealing with leaks, high exposures are quickly encountered because the flour dust is liberated under considerable pressure.

69 Do not dismiss the risks as negligible unless there is certain and valid evidence to do so. In all other cases, there are risks to health from exposure which must be identified and which must trigger precautions to protect people's health.

When might exposure constitute a risk to health?

70 Unacceptable risks to health exist if exposure is known or found to be:

- occurring in situations where it is reasonably practicable for it to be prevented; or
- inadequately controlled in relation to the priorities set out in COSHH regulation 7. (In particular, exposure to carcinogens and mutagens (ie substances that cause heritable damage) must, if it cannot be prevented, be controlled by a combination of inherently more effective control strategies.)

(In either situation, immediate corrective action is required.)

71 The following are examples of immediate indicators where exposure is very likely to constitute a risk to health and to require investigation and remedial action.
Is there any evidence of fine deposits on people or surfaces?

There is dust on surfaces in a foundry fettling shop, even where ventilated booths are fitted and fan motors appear to be operating normally. Is there leakage from the ventilation ducting?

Are fumes or particles visible in the air (eg in light beams)?

Aerosols generated at chrome plating baths.

Are control measures broken, clearly defective or badly maintained?

Heavily contaminated respiratory protection; deformed local exhaust extractor hoods; leaking enclosures.

Is there an absence of, or departure from, recognised good practice? Such poor performance is as likely to be a result of poor management supervision as it is employee intransigence.

Eating, drinking and smoking on the factory floor; personal protective equipment that never needs to be replaced, as it is never used; unauthorised entry into restricted areas.

Have there been any complaints of discomfort or excessive odour? These are often channelled through employee representatives and should be taken seriously, especially in situations where management staff have less direct contact with the shop floor.

An employee at a water treatment works complains of a smell of rotten eggs. His line manager dismisses it as one of the things you have to get used to in the job. In fact it arises from a dangerous build-up of hydrogen sulphide in a confined space to which regular access is required.

Has ill health linked to exposure been reported or detected during health surveillance? Health surveillance can vary from simple questions from trained supervisors to full-blown medical supervision. It is important that equal importance is attached to adverse reports from all types of health surveillance.

The following are examples of exposures that could present increased future risks to health and they are all reasonably foreseeable.
Could there be any undetected deterioration in performance of control measures?

A contract crop sprayer relies on cab filtration for protection during spraying. Filter renewal is forgotten and exposure progressively increases as their performance inevitably declines.

What is the possibility of plant or system failure?

A transport company stores drums of chemicals in transit at its main depot. Inside the drum the substances pose little risk. However, the drums are poorly stacked five high and there will be gross contamination if or when they fall.

Is there any evidence of failure to use control measures properly?

In a plastics factory, fumes from hot cutting are controlled by a combination of local exhaust ventilation and operation at lower temperatures. The operator increases the temperature above what is necessary for efficient cutting. As a result more fumes are produced than the ventilation can cope with efficiently.

What is the likelihood of human error, through lack of awareness?

At a large nursery temporary seasonal labour is taken on to bunch and pack daffodils. The workers are not made aware of the potential for the plant sap to cause severe contact dermatitis. As a result they do not wear the protective gloves that are provided.

Have there been any changes in methods of work?

Because they are cheaper, a small photographic business switches to buying developing fluids in bulk. As a result developing involves an extra process when fluid is decanted from large to small containers. Room for storage is cramped, access is awkward and there is clear potential for operator contamination from spillage etc.
Deciding on the necessary measures to comply with regulations 7-13 of COSHH

73 At this stage, assessment should have reached decisions on what the problems are. The next stage is
to decide what to do about them. Complete the assessment by considering the precautions needed in
the light of the risks. If the risks are significant now or could foreseeably become so, then further
precautions are required.

74 Not all problems can be solved immediately and priorities for action will be required. Deciding
priorities involves a mixture of the following:

- what are the most serious risks to health?
- what are the risks that are likely to occur soonest?
- what are the risks that can be dealt with soonest?

The most important of these is the seriousness of the risk. If a risk is serious it should be dealt with
immediately. Less important matters should not assume greater priority merely because they can be
dealt with more easily or occur more quickly.

Selection of measures to prevent or control exposure

75 This guidance does not describe the full range of exposure prevention and control strategies
available. These are discussed in a number of other HSE publications (see the References section).

76 If exposure cannot be prevented, preferably by avoiding, so far as is reasonably practicable, the use
of a hazardous substance by substituting a substance or process which eliminates or reduces the
risks to health, then employers must adequately control exposure. To achieve this, apply protection
measures appropriate to the activity and consistent with the assessment in the priority order specified
by COSHH. That order is:

- first, a high level of inherent safety by careful design, selection and use of appropriate work
  processes, systems and engineering controls, and use of suitable work equipment and
  materials, eg use systems and processes which reduce to the minimum required for the work
  the amount of hazardous substance used or produced, or equipment which totally encloses the
  process;
- second, control exposure at source, eg by including adequate ventilation systems and
  appropriate organisational measures such as reducing to a minimum the number of employees
  exposed and the level and duration of their exposure; and
- lastly, use personal protective equipment in addition to the previous measures where adequate
  control cannot be achieved by them alone.
The protection measures to be put in place should be determined by:

- the extent of the risk of ill health to employees resulting from their exposure to any hazardous substance; and
- the scope for reducing the risk to a minimum.

COSHH permits protection measures to be proportionate to the risk the exposure poses. Therefore the measures should be appropriate to the work activity and consistent with the findings of the assessment. This means that the greater the level of risk determined by the assessment, the greater should be the effort in terms of the time, cost and trouble taken to avert the risk. In practice, the assessment may result in identification of a number of suitable and appropriate protection measures that would achieve adequate control of exposure. In those circumstances, implement the control measures that will work best to protect the health of employees without imposing a disproportionate effort to the risk arising from the work. COSHH essentials: Easy steps to control chemicals. The step-by-step guidance in COSHH essentials can be used to identify the appropriate controls for a range of hazardous substances/task combinations.

A company which manufactures lacquers buys liquid citox in drums. They transfer it from the drum, in a 50 to 100 litre batch process, to a reactor containing resins, where it gets mixed to make lacquers. They do this twice a day for a period of two hours for each batch.

Using the Internet version of COSHH essentials (www.coshh-essentials.org.uk) they click 'Go' to start an assessment, enter the process name 'lacquer making' and tick 'transferring and mixing' as the tasks. They choose the option that they are using one substance, type citox and confirm that this is a liquid. The next stage determines which hazard group the chemical belongs to (one of A-E, with E being the most hazardous, and group S for substances that can cause harm as a result of skin contact). The supplier's safety data sheet (section 15) shows that citox has the risk phrase R21/22-36/37/38 - harmful in contact with skin and if swallowed, and irritating to the eyes, respiratory system and skin. After ticking these combinations and 'Go' the software decides the chemical belongs to hazard groups C and S.

For liquids, they then need to know how volatile the chemical is. For the first task of transferring, this is at room temperature (taken to be 25°C) and the safety data sheet gives its boiling point as 134°C. So they enter this and proceed to consider how much they are using. For each batch, the company adds litres of citox to the reactor, so they click 'medium quantity' followed by the time they spend on the transferring task.

At this point, the assessment on transferring citox is completed and they get a summary of their inputs. Unless they wish to change anything, they can then view the advice offered. Based on a medium amount of a group C chemical with medium volatility, COSHH essentials allocates the right control approach as 'Containment'. It lists seven control guidance sheets as downloadable PDF files: the general control guidance sheet 300; four specific sheets on transferring (of which they decide 306 is most relevant); and, because citox is also hazard group S, two sheets with advice on protecting employees' skin and eyes, and selecting and using personal protective equipment. They also download a summary of the assessment as a record and this reminds them of other actions they may need to take.
They then do a similar assessment on the second task of mixing citox at 50°C. The key new control guidance sheet from this is 318 about mixing liquids.

As a result of sheet 306 about drum emptying, they realise that their current system of controlling exposure when transferring citox from the drums to the reactor needs updating. They use the advice to purchase a suitable drum pump. This is installed and the firm trains its staff on how and why to use the pump. The firm also improves storage facilities and buys suitable personal protective equipment to protect workers' skin.

Correctly using the COSHH essentials' risk assessment scheme and following the control advice will result in complying, in the vast majority of circumstances, with the control requirements of COSHH. However, it remains the responsibility of employers to ensure that they have made a suitable and sufficient assessment, that they are complying with any relevant exposure limits, adequately controlling exposure to substances hazardous to health, and protecting employees' health. Seek specialist advice if there is any doubt about the suitability of the control advice recommended by COSHH essentials. COSHH essentials is available free of charge on the Internet at www.coshh-essentials.org.uk.

Examples in Part 7 of this guide discuss the basis for selecting different prevention and/or control measures in more detail.

Taking advice from specialists, eg occupational hygienists, may save money in the long run, rather than prolonged trial and error; especially with more technically demanding aspects, such as ventilation plant.

Trade association publications, HSE guidance notes etc may provide useful ideas.

Maintaining control measures

Subsequent maintenance commitments should also influence your choice of methods. Do not select any controls if you do not have enough resources or expertise to keep them going properly.

A large rural local authority employs numerous grass and hedge cutter operators to maintain roadside verges. The employees are widely dispersed, working in small teams from several workshop premises. Machinery repairs, for which there is a frequent need, are carried out by machine operators in the outlying workshops. A widespread exposure to welding fumes has been identified. Reliable operation of ventilated welding booths across all the workshops would be difficult to guarantee. The operators are principally machine drivers and are less competent as maintenance staff. More rather than less supervision is necessary with regard to welding, but this is difficult to achieve for a widely dispersed workforce.

Instead of installing booths at each workshop and attempting to train and supervise, the local authority decides to employ, train and equip a mobile fitter.
Personal protective equipment, especially respiratory protection, needs a big back-up in training, supervision and maintenance etc if it is to provide the intended level of protection. Incorrect choice, fitting or insufficient use can render it ineffective. In particular, respiratory protective equipment with a tight fitting facepiece must correctly fit the wearer. Therefore, employers should be aware of the requirements in the COSHH ACOP for the fit testing of facepieces.

A large fruit orchard has no alternative but to follow an intensive programme of tree canopy spraying. To date this has been undertaken using conventional tractors and trailed sprayers. That method involves a lot of airborne contamination. The employees rely heavily on personal protective equipment while the spraying is going on. The PPE becomes badly contaminated and needs frequent cleaning and renewal. Because of this, effective management of the PPE regime is a difficult task. Supplies of replacement filters for respirators have frequently run out. As a result, it is known that respirators are commonly worn when the condition of the filters is in some doubt. In addition, there are two sprayer operators and one is known to be less conscientious over the proper use of PPE.

The employer decides to replace the existing system with a specialised self-propelled, orchard-spraying machine. This incorporates an environmentally controlled cab which effectively prevents operator exposure, negating the need for PPE during spraying (but not during mixing, cleaning etc). It also has the major advantage of being purpose-built for the task and dramatically improves the timeliness of spray application.

Making sure control measures are used

The following measures are essential in virtually every case.

- Have you made arrangements to ensure that all control measures are properly and fully used?
  The clear allocation of managerial responsibilities and accountabilities is particularly important in this respect.

The job description for a steel rolling mill production manager specifies that at monthly intervals he reports to the general manager on the state of compliance with control measures specified in the COSHH assessment. This supplements the minimum requirements of the Regulations for 14-monthly testing and examination of ventilation equipment.

The design of some control measures can be arranged to encourage their use. For instance, a movable exhaust hood for welding is more likely to be used closer to the work, if the lighting necessary is attached to it. If turning the light on automatically turns on the fan, that too will promote more consistent use of the ventilation.
Are there periodic checks and arrangements to make sure that any defects in control measures are reported and put right promptly?

A hat factory uses local exhaust ventilation to remove solvent fumes given off from racks of drying hats. The racks are moved to the LEV, which is fixed, and positioning of the racks is important in achieving adequate exposure control. Moving the racks is usually carried out by relatively unskilled employees. Without the ventilation, solvent fumes build up very quickly to dangerous levels and this is not helped by the process being sited in an older building. Good quality general ventilation is difficult to achieve. For these reasons it is particularly important that the exhaust ventilation is working at peak efficiency.

To ensure this happens, supervisors are instructed to check the performance and proper use of ventilation daily. Employees are trained in the correct techniques for positioning the racks. Also, placards are displayed clearly at the LEV describing the indications of poor performance. The placards also instruct employees that if any of those indications are noted they must be reported to a named supervisor. The supervisor is instructed to respond to any reports as soon as possible and has been given the authority, by senior management, to require the maintenance engineer to carry out any necessary repairs or adjustments.

Are there arrangements for maintenance of all measures, which includes timetables and schedules for periodic examination and test of engineering controls and items of respiratory protective equipment? It is one thing for somebody to realise that something is or may go wrong, it is another for action to be taken to repair or prevent the problem occurring.

Local exhaust ventilation is installed at the bagging-off point of a portland cement plant. Management arrangements are described in the assessment for ensuring that it is examined and tested at appropriate intervals. To ensure that those arrangements are carried out, large stickers are fixed at the workstations each time examination and tests are carried out. The stickers state that bagging is not permitted after a certain date; that date being when the next test or examination is due. Providing the tests and examinations are carried out in time, the ‘cut-off’ date will always be in the future. The success of this approach will depend on the real authority of workers not to use the equipment beyond the expiry date. That is of course dependent on the real level of management commitment to the aims of COSHH.

Do you have systems for keeping records of examinations and tests? COSHH requires that these are kept for at least five years. The aim is not to produce records ‘for records sake. They demonstrate that legal requirements have been carried out, but they also have a useful role to play in examining the effectiveness of control measures; especially during assessment review.

There is no stipulation of the type of recording system required. For many employers, especially in smaller businesses, simple formats, such as a single book, will be enough. For more complex situations, more sophisticated techniques will be needed, and computer systems offer particular scope. Some companies offer ready-made COSHH data-recording packages, both paper and electronically based. For many employers (and in particular larger ones) these can be very helpful.
Plan for emergencies

83 The assessment may conclude that the work activity would not cause an accident, incident or emergency in normal day-to-day work (even if there are small and unimportant emissions). If it could cause such an event, you should improve the process controls. If this has been done, and there is still a risk of a rare and more severe exposure to one or more hazardous substances, or if the work activity involves the use of:

- a carcinogen; or
- a mutagen; or
- a biological agent

you must draw up procedures/make arrangements to deal with any accident, incident or emergency that may occur involving the hazardous substances present at the workplace.

84 The purpose of the procedures/arrangements is to mitigate the effects of the incident, restore the situation to normal as soon as possible, while limiting the extent of any risks to health. To deal with any potential emergency situation, the arrangements should:

- establish emergency procedures that include the regular testing of safety drills;
- make information available to safety representatives and employees, including details of work hazards and specific hazards likely to arise in the event of an accident, incident or emergency involving hazardous substances;
- provide suitable warning and communication systems;
- provide additional, specific first-aid facilities and training on the emergency procedures;
- ensure that only those people who are essential to carry out necessary repairs are permitted into the affected area;
- provide sufficient suitable personal protective equipment, any specialised safety equipment and plant so that repairs can be made and the situation returned to normal as soon as possible;
- devise safe methods for disposal of the substance and contaminated clothing etc;
- provide suitable hygiene facilities for decontaminating skin and facilities for cleaning personal protective equipment.

The employer should also contact the local fire service and offer to make available:

- a copy of the emergency procedures; and
- details of the specific hazards likely to arise in the event of an accident, incident or emergency involving a substance hazardous to health at the workplace.

85 The following are examples of the arrangements or procedures that employers may make to deal with an accident, incident or emergency likely to involve a substance hazardous to health.

A warehouse contains stocks of flammable materials and toxic materials. These are carried on pallets on fork-lift trucks, and stored on racking. The assessment has identified mechanical damage, and fire, as the significant possible causes of a toxic risk. The improvements (or the existing conditions) as set out in safe warehousing guidance such as Chemical warehousing: The storage of packaged dangerous substances ensure that:
the floors are level and sound;
the truck drivers are trained and observe safe driving rules, including the on-site speed limit;
the racking is secure and has been assessed for safe load capacity;
there is a storage plan to ensure that materials in packages that might be damaged by impact are stored at low level and without heavy items above them;
there is a storage plan that flammable materials are stored well away from materials sensitive to heat etc;
sources of ignition are excluded, eg no hot work, no smoking, protected electrics etc;
there is a reasonable level of permanent general ventilation.

Nevertheless, the assessment recognises that there could be an occasional package failure, so that an emergency plan is needed, including:

- early raising of an alarm locally and to the Fire Service;
- provision of portable and fixed fire-fighting equipment;
- automatic or remote operation of fixed fire-fighting equipment in critical areas;
- withdrawal of unprotected personnel;
- a system of records that would allow identification of the spilled material without need for approach;
- suitable absorbents and containers capable of dealing with classes of chemical, and a method to select the right ones for the particular spillage;
- personal protective clothing and respiratory protection suitable for use by trained people;
- training of staff (or site emergency staff, or local emergency team) in the selection of equipment and the use of clean-up methods;
- arrangements for disposal of the spillage after neutralisation, if needed;
- practice drills of evacuation, and emergency procedures;
- access to information about any necessary medical follow-up on exposed people.

A company make laminated sheet components with a spray adhesive. The assessment concludes that there must be extraction ventilation at enclosures at the application area, and also at the roller pair where the two layers are pressed together. It concludes that:

- there must be spill prevention for the adhesive in drums, as it is taken from store to the work position;
- if it is poured into applicators, the operators will need to wear suitable properly-fitted respiratory (and eye) protection during this transfer;
- operators need to be trained in safe handling of drums;
- there will need to be safe procedures for opening drums;
- trucks used to carry drums will need to be maintained;
- the extraction requires daily quick checks, regular in-house maintenance and thorough examination as required by regulation 9(2) of COSHH;
- there must be an interlock preventing the application of adhesive unless the extraction is operating;
- there must be an emergency power supply and/or safe shutdown on power loss.

Nevertheless, it is possible that there could a substantial spillage from a drum, or the extraction could fail. In any case, the adhesive contains a sensitiser. Consequently, on both grounds, there has to be an emergency plan, including:
- an audible evacuation alarm in the event that the extraction air flow rate drops below a pre-set level;
- a safe way to run or stop the machines (whichever is the safer condition) unattended and to isolate the adhesive feed;
- a manual evacuation alarm activation system;
- a trained emergency attendance team (who may be the operators, or another group) to work in suitable protective equipment;
- equipment for personal protection and respiratory protection;
- equipment to neutralise, collect and dispose of spillages;
- practice drills of evacuation, and emergency procedures;
- information on health checks needed after the incident.

A frozen pea processor uses ammonia in large quantities in the refrigeration plant feeding the packing lines. The assessment shows that in normal operation, there is a very low 'weep' rate, causing a smell of ammonia here and there. This is minimised by:

- regular maintenance;
- separation of areas;
- a reporting system which is quickly acted upon;
- detector-alarms, although ammonia is very pungent well below hazard level;
- a trained maintenance team who understand the procedures and precautions needed for deliberate breaking into ammonia lines;
- maintenance not done during normal production hours;
- physical protection of the ammonia lines against impact from boxes, trucks or other items.

Nevertheless, there could be a sudden release of ammonia through undetected corrosion or accidental impact. There has to be an emergency plan, including:

- immediate evacuation to open air and well away from the building;
- evacuation alarm operation points (though the first evacuation would be triggered by the smell);
- provision of sufficient escape routes, not encumbered by conveyor lines or plant, from all work places;
- practice drills of evacuation, and emergency procedures;
- means to isolate the pump and sections of the refrigeration system from a safe place;
- emergency wash drench shower.

**Monitoring exposure**

86 Monitoring the exposure of employees to hazardous substances will be required in certain cases and the need for this must be considered in assessment.

87 Monitoring the exposure of employees to a substance is not the same as measuring the amount in the environment. The latter can give information on the likely sources of exposure which can be very useful in helping to identify the priorities for control measures. But measuring environmental levels does not necessarily measure the amount that is actually breathed in or absorbed and it is this which determines the risk of ill health occurring. Environmental measurements can add to exposure monitoring, but not replace it.
At an animal feed mill, large quantities of dust are generated inside a crop drier. The dust is extracted by high capacity fans to an enclosed dump box at the rear of the installation. Measuring the levels of dust that are generated inside the drier or the dump box bears no relevance to exposure of the drier operators. However, the extraction system is not 100% effective in removing all dust to the dump box and operators are exposed to this residue. How much they are exposed to depends on where they are working in relation to different emission sources, eg the discharge point is much dustier than the control panel, it also depends on how long they work in those different places. The employer is not sure if operator exposure to dust is adequately controlled and so assessment includes measurements of personal exposure. They show excessive exposure. Environmental measurements are then taken to identify the areas where the largest emissions occur. This is combined with knowledge about how long operators work near to different emissions. Better decisions can then be made about which ones need to be more tightly controlled to achieve adequate exposure control.

The legal requirement for exposure monitoring is given in regulation 10 and Schedule 5 of the Regulations. Authoritative advice on its interpretation (and on when alternative methods of evaluation are acceptable instead of monitoring) is contained in the COSHH Approved Code of Practice. In essence, monitoring is generally required when any of the following circumstances apply:

- when failure or deterioration of the control measures could result in a serious health effect, either because of the toxicity of the substance or because of the extent of potential exposure, or both;
- when measurement is required so as to be sure that a MEL or OES or any self-imposed (in-house) working standard is not exceeded;
- as an additional check on the effectiveness of any control measure provided in accordance with regulation 7, and always in the case of a substance or processes specified in Schedule 5;
- when any change occurs in the conditions affecting employees' exposure which could mean that adequate control of exposure is no longer being maintained, eg an increase in the quantity of substances used or changing systems of work or introducing new plant.

Monitoring should not be done purely for monitoring's sake. Numbers on their own contribute little to the management of occupational ill health. When setting up a monitoring regime, establish what results will indicate a satisfactory state of affairs and what will not. Where substances have been assigned a Maximum Exposure Limit (MEL) or an Occupational Exposure Standard (OES) this will be easier to establish. Where an OES or MEL does not exist, ‘in-house’ standards should be developed if exposure monitoring is carried out.

The action that results from adverse results should also be specified. This may be review of the assessment, as adverse results could indicate that the arrangements for achieving control specified in the assessment are not valid, or are not being properly implemented. Adverse results should certainly prompt a check that the existing measures are operating as specified in the assessment.

A pharmaceutical factory uses hormonal ingredients in its products. Assessment has derived in-house exposure limits for which there is reasonable confidence that control to those levels will prevent adverse health effects. Control is achieved through a high standard of exhaust ventilation at mixing stations. The ventilation is subject to an effective and rigorous testing and examination regime. However, the amounts required to produce ill effects are very small and there is little overt sign of
control failure when the limit is exceeded. Exposure monitoring is introduced in order to gain 'real-time' data that can usefully indicate compliance with the required standards or otherwise. If adverse results are noted, the first response is to check that the ventilation is working as specified; if it is, the initial assessment specifications will then be reviewed.

Health surveillance

91 Health surveillance is required in certain cases: see Regulation 11, Schedule 6 and the Approved Codes of Practice.

92 As with exposure monitoring, this is a selective requirement. The need is dependent on individual circumstances. The primary criterion for this is a reasonable likelihood that an identifiable disease or ill-effect associated with exposure to a particular substance will occur in the workplace concerned, and there are valid techniques for detecting the disease or ill-health effect.

93 Just because there is some exposure does not mean to say that health surveillance is automatically required. If assessment is able to conclude confidently that control measures will prevent the occurrence of adverse effects, then there is little to be gained through health surveillance. However, as confidence in assessment conclusions declines, the need for health surveillance will become progressively more important.

94 If it is concluded that health surveillance is necessary, then the form it will take can vary considerably, from simple record-keeping to the full participation of doctors in planned surveillance regimes. In general, the greater the likelihood of adverse effects and the more serious their nature, the more sophisticated necessary surveillance will be.

95 Consult a competent occupational health adviser in any cases of uncertainty. (In case of difficulty in obtaining advice, contact the Employment Medical Advisory Service at HSE local offices.)

Sheep dipping contractors are often routinely exposed to organophosphorous (OP) compounds in dip preparations. OP compounds can accumulate insidiously in the body, effecting the nervous system through depression of cholinesterase levels. Symptoms range in seriousness from irritability to respiratory failure. For contractors the frequency of exposure makes ill-effects much more likely. In these cases surveillance involving testing by suitably trained personnel for depression of cholinesterase levels in blood and plasma is essential and required by COSHH.

Cutting oils used in engineering can cause contact dermatitis. Although an extremely uncomfortable skin condition, it is not a very serious one and is reversible when exposure stops. Nonetheless, exposure to oils is widespread in the engineering industry and contact dermatitis arising from it is entirely foreseeable. Health surveillance would normally be required, but in this case could take the form of regular monthly skin inspections by a responsible person. This could be a foreman who has been trained in the recognition of dermatitis.
Information, instruction and training for employees

This is a particularly important part of the management approach embodied in COSHH. Without the informed and competent participation of employees, any measures concluded in assessment are unlikely to be fully effective.

A properly informed and trained workforce is also better able to carry out COSHH action on its own initiative, allowing some of the load to be removed from management and supervisory staff.

COSHH requires that employees know:

- the names of the substances to which they are liable to be exposed and the risks to health created by exposure;
- any relevant occupational exposure standard, maximum exposure limit or similar self-imposed (in-house) work standard that applies to the substance;
- the information on any safety data sheet that relates to the substances;
- the significant findings of the risk assessment;
- the precautions they should take to protect themselves and their fellow employees;
- the results of any monitoring of exposure, and especially if these exceed any MEL;
- the collective results of any health surveillance.

The aim is to provide employees with information that is in a form most appropriate to their immediate needs. There is little point in providing huge amounts of intricately detailed technical information, but they should have access to more detailed information if required, eg that provided on any relevant safety data sheet.

The extent of information, instruction and/or training that is required will be dependent on the nature of the individual situation. Where there are few employees working in inherently lower risk situations, the requirements can be met very simply. On the other hand, larger and more varied workforces, subject to greater risks, will require more attention for instruction, information and training.

For employees who work under a minimum of supervision, the provision of suitable and sufficient information, instruction and training is especially important. They need to be capable of evaluating and reacting correctly to exposure to hazardous substances on their own initiative; they cannot do this unless they have the necessary skills.

An office typist is potentially exposed to solvent vapours from correction fluids and ozone generated by photocopiers. The risks are very low and compliance with simple instructions mounted on the photocopier and label recommendations on the correction fluid is all that is required.
The emergency fire crew at an airport relies heavily on the use of self-contained breathing apparatus (BA). Its effective operation and use is essential. Clearly, all fire crew must have a thorough understanding of the risks involved as well as a high degree of competence in using BA properly. All new staff undergo immediate training on a recognised external course. The course is subject to examination and staff are employed on a probationary basis until they have satisfied the examiners. Subsequently, firefighters all undergo annual refresher courses, also at external facilities, with a report back from the course organisers on performance.

An office cleaning contractor employs large numbers of relatively unskilled personnel. The staff work in teams of five, late at night. Supervision is therefore limited. The employer attempts to control their exposure to hazardous substances by ensuring ready access to materials provided and assessed by him. Instructions are given to staff to use only those materials supplied by the contracting company and not cleaning materials found in the offices. There is a danger that inadvertent mixing of bleach and acid cleaners could produce chlorine. To decrease the likelihood of instructions being ignored, all staff are clearly informed of the potential risks involved in using unauthorised substances. Clear information and instruction is also given on where and how replacement materials can be obtained within the company; so that the need to use others is reduced.
Recording the assessment

Make a record of the assessment

103 If you have five or more employees you must record the significant findings of the assessment. If you have fewer than five employees, you do not have a legal duty to create a record but HSE strongly advises you to do so as a matter of good practice.

Record sufficient information to include at least the appropriate items from the list provided in the COSHH ACOP

104 Show why decisions about risks and precautions have been arrived at. In particular, many of the requirements of COSHH are subject to the criteria of reasonable practicability. For instance, the use of personal protective equipment is only acceptable as an additional measure, if prevention or adequate control of exposure cannot be achieved reasonably practicably by other more effective means. If you decide to rely on PPE, the assessment should make it clear why other means were not considered feasible.

Dangerous concentrations of toxic gases are very likely to be encountered in many confined spaces. Breathing apparatus will almost certainly be needed for attempted entry. It may be that some form of automatic cleaning system is available which could do away with the need for entry into the confined space. In that case, assessment should show why it was not reasonably practicable to use that system rather than manned entry. It could be because the system is extremely expensive, but the need for manned entry is rare. It could be that installation of the system would require widespread alteration to the whole premises, quite out of proportion to the benefits gained. But whatever the reason, it should be made clear in the assessment.

105 Reflect the detail with which the assessment has been carried out.

A medical research laboratory undertakes work on a vaccine for a poorly understood exotic disease. The disease is known to be very infectious and a range of high standard control strategies is required. The assessment draws on a wide range of information sources, to achieve as much certainty as possible about the extent of risk and precautions required. The high risk also makes it important that all the measures are unambiguously stated so that confusion about what is to be done, why, who by, when etc is avoided. All this means that the assessment in these circumstances will be a detailed document.

A newly built large car factory regularly conducts guided tours for the public. The tours are closely supervised by specialist public relations staff. The public, although in the factory, are not subject to the same level of risk as employees working full shifts. So, while assessment for welders on the shop
floor is conducted in some detail, for spectators on the other side of an enclosed viewing gallery, the risk is minimal. Assessment for them might merely state that spectator exposure does not give rise to significant risk and normal supervision will ensure this remains the case. This does not mean to say that the public are never at significant risk. If the same factory conducted tours where the public went onto the shop floor, in closer contact with everything that goes on there, much more detailed consideration would be required.

Be useful and meaningful to those who will need to know about it, both now and in the future.

A plastic manufacturing process involves routine exposure to a hazardous substance for which no Maximum Exposure Limit or Occupational Exposure Standard has been set. To derive an in-house exposure limit, the company’s occupational hygiene department collate technical literature and reach a decision on a working standard. Reproduction of all the technical literature in the assessment is of little use to those implementing the assessment conclusions. However, a summary of the reasons for choosing the particular standard will increase the likelihood that it is taken seriously.

A large oil refinery produces a very large and comprehensive assessment. The site employs a large workforce engaged in a wide variety of operations. To make sure that the assessment is easily accessible to all, it is produced in a modular form; broken down on the basis of different production and support processes. Different departments are provided only with the part of the assessment that is relevant to them, but they are made aware of the other parts and how to gain access to them. Each part of the assessment is carefully presented so that the main conclusions and recommendations appear at the beginning, with more detailed supporting information in separate annexes. In this way the crucial information which needs wider dissemination is 'up front' and more likely to be absorbed.

When to record the assessment

The significant findings of the assessment should be recorded when the assessment is made or as soon as is practicable afterwards. In some circumstances not all the findings will have been determined at the same time. Some may be awaiting further information before they can be resolved and it will not be possible to record these until then, eg where there is a pilot operation which runs for a period before being assessed completely or where air monitoring results are awaited. In these circumstances, complete or update the record of the significant findings as information becomes available.

Employers who use the COSHH essentials approach may use the completed Easy steps to control chemicals: Checklist or the printout from e-COSHH essentials to form the basis of the record they make of the significant findings of the assessment.
When the assessment needs to be reviewed

Think if and when the assessment needs to be reviewed

107 The assessment must in any case be reviewed at regular intervals and immediately if:

- there is any reason to suppose that the original assessment is no longer valid, eg evidence from the results of examining and testing engineering controls, reports from supervisors about defects in control systems; or
- any of the circumstances of the work should change significantly and especially one which may have affected employees’ exposure to a hazardous substance.

108 The requirement is for review of the assessment. This does not mean that the whole assessment process will have to be repeated at each review. The first purpose of review is to see if the existing assessment is still suitable and sufficient. If it is, then you do not need to do any more.

109 If it appears that the assessment is no longer valid, it does not mean the whole assessment has to be revised. Only those parts that do not reflect the new situation need amending.

110 Whether or not there is any real change in the situation, there is an absolute requirement to review the situation on a regular basis. Without such discipline, there is a real danger that gradual change over a period of time goes unnoticed and the previous assessment becomes unsuitable and insufficient by default.

111 The review interval is not specified in the COSHH Regulations, but the ACOP states that the date of the first review and the length of time between successive reviews will depend on the extent of risk, the work and the employer’s judgement on the likelihood of changes.

112 The following are examples of changes which may make review necessary.

- Has the volume of production changed?

A circuit board factory uses a solder bath process. To date, fumes have been successfully extracted by local exhaust ventilation. Fulfilling a long-term order will mean working two eight-hour shifts instead of one. The ventilation equipment therefore has to work twice as long and new staff will have to be employed. Assessment review would probably indicate revised maintenance schedules for the ventilation equipment and would have to address the information, instruction and training needs of new personnel.

- Has the plant changed?

A park maintenance department uses a number of knapsack sprayers for small-scale application of pesticides. To reduce the amount of chemicals purchased it is decided to use ultra low volume, hand-
held sprayers instead. Much smaller amounts of chemical are needed and this is likely to be an overriding benefit with regard to COSHH compliance. However, the chemicals are used in more concentrated forms and there is some potential for increased spray drift. This also needs to be taken into account.

- Are you using different materials?

A car valeting specialist arranges with a commercial vehicle dealer to clean the cabs of lorries. The way he uses substances is much the same as for cars, but more heavy-duty cleaning materials are required. The assessment will need to take into account the new substances involved.

- Has a process changed?

A toy factory paints components using a production line which passes through a paint bath. To improve finish quality and reduce paint wastage it is replaced by a spraying assembly. There is an obvious increase in the amount of vapour generated which requires assessment.

- Are new control methods available? COSHH requires that, wherever it is reasonably practicable, the most inherently effective methods of exposure prevention or control should be used. As the range of methods improves and expands it becomes more reasonably practicable to use them.

A quarry installs a new rock-crushing plant. One of the benefits of this is that it is designed to limit the generation and spread of dust. At first sight this appears to reduce the need for an existing reliance on respirators, but the new equipment is subject to heavy wear and tear. Assessment will need to consider the maintenance needs of the new plant to sustain its dust suppression capabilities and to what extent respirators can be dispensed with in light of realistic levels of exposure.

Also be alert for the need to review if, for example:

- ill health related to work is reported;
- there is new evidence about hazards of substances;
- monitoring or health surveillance results show any loss of control;
- new or improved techniques of control become reasonably practicable.
Competence

Introduction

114 Other parts of this booklet explain what needs to go into a 'suitable and sufficient' assessment. This part of the booklet is intended to help employers decide who should carry out the assessment.

115 COSHH does not aim to transform employers and their staff into expert occupational hygienists. Many assessments will be more complicated and require more sophisticated technical input: but the aim is always to devise measures that will work in the real circumstances. That is dependent on a thorough appreciation of what happens in real life and it is employers and their staff who know that best. For this reason, assessment should always be started in-house.

116 Employers may carry out the tasks themselves, or they may delegate them to other people in the organisation, or they may call in expertise from outside. The decision as to which course of action to take (or any combination of these) should depend on the knowledge and experience needed for the particular job in hand. Regulation 12(4) states that any person who does any work in connection with the employer's duties under COSHH must have the necessary information, instruction and training.

117 The possession of qualifications in occupational hygiene or membership of relevant professional bodies is an important indicator (but not guarantee) of competence; especially where situations require higher levels of skill. However, formal qualifications are not the only ones that are relevant. Practical experience of likely circumstances is important, as is training in principles of occupational hygiene that does not lead to formal qualifications. Such qualifications are more likely to be appropriate for in-house assessment of less technically demanding risks.

118 People carrying out assessments and consequential tasks must be given the necessary facilities and authority to do the work competently. They need to have enough time and status to gather the information, talk to the appropriate people, look at any existing records and examine the workplace. A number of different people may be assigned different tasks within the assessment, but there must be reporting arrangements so their findings are brought quickly to the attention of the employer, or to some other specially delegated representative of the employer, who can coordinate the conclusions and can directly authorise any necessary action.

119 More specific guidance may be available from industry associations about the sorts of people who are most likely to be able to help with assessments and other duties under COSHH, where the expertise does not exist within the organisation. In such situations, using outside consultants may often be cost-effective, enabling the work to be carried out quickly and to a high standard.

What are the basic skills for someone doing an assessment?

120 Whoever carries out the assessment, whether the employer or someone else delegated to lead or do it, that person should have the abilities set out in the following paragraphs. How extensive those abilities need to be depends on the individual situation. As the complexity or severity of the risk increases, so does the need for more able assessors.
Understand the basic requirements of the Regulations or have access to someone who does

121 This is not a need for a legal skill, but an understanding of the point of each regulation and what it involves. (The person carrying out the assessment or their advisor should also have read and understood the ACOP and relevant guidance.)

Gather relevant information about exposures and risks systematically

122 The information required calls for abilities to:

- observe, to really appreciate what is going on and its significance, particularly if it diverges from written procedures;
- predict possible departures from observed practice and realise their significance;
- ask relevant questions of supervisors, managers, employers, advisers etc and realise the implications of the responses. Also, if relevant, being able to undertake simple diagnostic tests;
- identify and review any relevant technical literature;
- draw all the information together from all sources in a systematic way, to estimate likelihoods and consequences;
- form valid and justifiable conclusions about exposures and risks.

Specify the steps to be taken to comply with the Regulations

123 This involves:

- pursuing fundamental questions about whether there is a need for any exposures to occur;
- having an appreciation of the range of possible control measures and the measures to sustain control, and the relative reliability of each;
- being able to look critically at existing arrangements; and
- being able to identify in broad terms the types of changes needed. (Certain aspects may then need to be referred to relevant specialists.)

Understand their own limitations

124 The person must know or be made aware of the areas of expertise that might need to be involved in an assessment and at what stage to call upon the knowledge and skills of others. For example, air sampling should only be carried out by people who have been trained in the techniques and procedures, and the planning of a monitoring strategy requires a fairly high level of professional training.

125 Where respiratory protective equipment is being used, someone should be involved who has a sound knowledge of occupational hygiene principles as well as the real procedures and practices, including the importance of fit testing of facepieces. This is because of the need for precision about the risks and the need to look for possible alternative methods of control.

Make a report

126 The person must be able to communicate their findings about the risks and precautions to the employer and to other people who need to know, whether the report is oral or written.
Engaging expertise from outside the organisation

127 There is more detailed guidance on the selection and use of consultants in the HSE booklet *Selecting a health and safety consultancy* and also in the *COSHH ACOP*. This describes professional capabilities that can usually be expected from health and safety consultants. It also sets out the questions to ask consultants, to select one with the appropriate qualifications for the job.

128 Employers should ensure that they cannot do the work themselves before opting to use consultants. Where consultants are used, the main criteria are to:

- make sure you and the consultants know exactly what they are being employed to do;
- work with the consultants rather than leaving them to do the task in isolation;
- act on the recommendations proposed.
A number of COSHH requirements are subject to reasonable practicability. They are:

- Regulation 3(1). The extension of duties for the benefit of non-employees;
- Regulation 7(1). The duty to prevent exposure to hazardous substances;
- Regulation 7(2). The duty to avoid the use of a hazardous substance by replacing it with a substance or process which either eliminates or reduces the risk;
- Regulation 7(5). The duty to control exposure to carcinogens and mutagens by specific measures for example, by totally enclosing the process and handling systems;
- Regulation 7(6). The duty to control exposure to a biological agent by specific measures, for example specifying appropriate decontamination and disinfection procedures;
- Regulation 7(7). The duty to reduce exposure below the specified level for substances assigned a Maximum Exposure Limit;
- Regulation 7(8). The duty to identify and rectify excursions above the limit for substances assigned an Occupational Exposure Standard.

Reasonably practicable has a specific meaning in law, outlined below. However, deciding what is or is not reasonably practicable depends on individual circumstances and cannot be subjected to standard formulae.

Reasonable practicability is essentially a matter of balancing the degree of risk against the time, trouble, cost and physical difficulty of the measures necessary to avoid it. Clearly the greater the risk the more reasonable it is to do something about it; and vice versa. It is important to remember that the judgement is driven by the risk and not the size or financial position of the employer concerned.

Finding the balance is a matter of judgement. It fits well with assessment, which is above all a matter of informed judgement. Where decisions for compliance with COSHH are subject to reasonable practicability, then the assessment should indicate why a particular decision has been made.

There are various sources of information and indicators to aid decisions on reasonable practicability:

- HSE codes and guidance;
- Industry guidance;
- Accepted good practice (but this may not necessarily be the same as usual practice);
- Identification of what can be done (ie what is practicable) can be a useful starting point in deciding what is reasonably practicable;
- The recommendations of manufacturers and suppliers;
- The hazardous nature of the substance involved and the risk it presents, both of which will be clear if the earlier stages of assessment are suitable and sufficient.

Duties towards non-employees

A car-spraying business uses twin-pack isocyanate paints which are known to be very potent sensitising agents. The business is sited on a small industrial estate and backs onto a primary school on the other side of a high brick wall. The standards of control for spray operators is of the highest
standard and fully complies with COSHH. Controls involve use of local exhaust ventilation. This has to vent somewhere and special precautions will be required to ensure that isocyanates do not drift into the school playground. If the business had been sited in isolated rural premises then the likelihood of public exposure would be vastly reduced and precautions for their benefit would not be so reasonably practicable.

Prevention of exposure

A national house-building company uses an organic solvent to clean floor tiles after walls and ceilings have been decorated. Cleaning the tiles involves manual application of the solvent with potential for heavy exposure. Exposure can be prevented by laying floor tiles after painting the walls and ceilings so that the need for any cleaning is done away with completely. This is a very simple measure, easy to implement and sustain, with the added benefit of no extra cost. At the same time it removes a significant risk to health. So the minor change can be considered reasonably practicable.

At a major international airport, diesel-powered tugs are used to move aircraft into maintenance hangars. There has been some concern about exposure to diesel fumes in the hangar. It has been suggested that only electrically powered vehicles should be used inside the building. To do so would effectively require doubling the number of tugs with one electric vehicle for each diesel one. A substantial battery-charging infrastructure would have to be installed. Battery charging in itself introduces explosion risks and exposure to hazardous substances. The system of work would also involve an extra process as the diesel tugs are unhitched and the electric ones hitched and vice versa. This would also introduce new risks. Fume generation in the hangar is brief as the tugs only enter when they are parking the aircraft and do not idle when inside. Because of their essential operational role, tugs are subject to rigorous maintenance and excessive emissions from poorly maintained engines are rare, as are emissions from worn pumps and injectors. There is good natural ventilation because of the large doors and this is supplemented by ventilation fans. In these circumstances the benefits of using electric-powered vehicles appear outweighed, not only because of the additional resource and effort required, but also because of the new risks that would be introduced. The option would appear not to be reasonably practicable.

Methods for controlling exposure

In analytical work a chemical plant laboratory has to use a powdered reagent which is very toxic. During weighing, dust is freed and this is removed by local exhaust ventilation inside a sealed enclosure. However, much more reliable control can be achieved by avoiding dust generation in the first place. Although more expensive, the substance is available in tablet form. The tablet form does not significantly alter the validity of test results or the procedure that is used. In view of the extremely toxic nature of the substance, the elimination (or at least strict minimisation) of exposure to it is a high priority. By itself this justifies the extra expense of the tablet form and in this example the case is further strengthened by the fact that using it does not involve a difficult change to the test procedure.
A specialist roadmarking contractor uses a high-pressure compressed air technique. The paint used contains solvents which are inevitably liberated in substantial concentrations. No alternative paint is available and so adequate control of exposure to this particular substance must be achieved. At present, control relies heavily on respirators and protective clothing. Because of the high concentrations encountered it is unlikely that this will be consistently effective. There is also reluctance amongst employees to wear the protective equipment. There are alternative techniques available that do not entail high pressure air. They are slightly slower than the existing method, but they drastically reduce the emission of vapour, and consequently employee exposure. As it wears out, it would seem reasonably practicable to progressively replace existing equipment with the alternative. Even if it could be shown that this is not a reasonable proposal (but there would have to be good reason and cost alone is unlikely to be sufficient), then that does not mean personal protection can remain as the only control. Other options more effective than PPE might include modification of the existing equipment, so that it does not liberate so much vapour, eg shrouded nozzles and solvent recovery circuits.

Although personal protective equipment should be seen as an additional last resort, there are many occasions where its use cannot be avoided. However, assessment should still show why it was not reasonably practicable to achieve control without resorting to personal protection.

A dairy company runs a large number of electric milk floats. Battery maintenance inevitably involves potential exposure to concentrated sulphuric acid. Gloves, apron and a faceshield are used. In assessment, the feasibility of a system of work which removes the need to handle acid containers manually is considered. A reliable automated system would, in practice, be extremely difficult to develop, complicated to operate and maintain and may well not reduce the potential for exposure as much as planned. For instance, complex systems are more prone to breakdown and repair crews would then be exposed to the acid at close quarters more frequently. In these circumstances, installing an automated system would not seem to be a reasonably practicable option. On the other hand, the likelihood of spillage during manual handling can be reduced by using better-designed containers. Introducing these is a simple matter and can be considered reasonably practicable, although it does not remove the need for protective clothing.

Control of exposure below the maximum exposure limit

A foundry workshop has an existing ventilation system for removing silica dust, during separation of moulds and castings. It consists of an open ‘knocking-out’ platform behind which is situated an exhaust inlet. Monitoring has shown that exposure is controlled to the MEL level, although not greatly reduced below it. However, to assess compliance with control of exposure to silica, consideration of the reasonable practicability of additional reduction of exposure is needed. The installation is in daily use by a number of different workers. Since exposure is only marginally below the MEL limit, comparatively minor faults in the system will easily result in over-exposure. Those faults may well have to wait until the next examination before they come to light. In short there is very little margin for error. The effectiveness of the existing equipment can be significantly improved by installing side enclosures. They are easily and cheaply installed and can be designed so that they do not hinder access. (Experience has shown that well-designed systems can reduce exposure to about 0.1 mg/m$^3$ when the MEL limit is 0.3). In these circumstances, they are a reasonably practicable addition to the existing control measures.
Recognition of and reaction to excursions above occupational exposure standards

It is important to remember that the Regulations require that excursions are both identified and controlled as soon as is reasonably practicable. The aim is not merely to react quickly to excursions when employers become aware of them, but also to identify quickly that there has been an excursion when it happens.

Ethanol is a widely used industrial feedstock and exposure may be encountered in many workplaces. It has an occupational exposure standard (OES) and failure of control measures could result in excursions above it. It is not a strong-smelling substance and therefore the excursion may not be immediately apparent. To ensure that excursions are identified quickly, employees are informed of the likely indicators and instructed to tell their supervisor if they notice any of them. In addition, because of uncertainty about exposure levels, a monitoring programme is established to help detect excursions. If excessive exposure is then identified, adequate control must be regained quickly. This will require in particular the resources and authority for relevant personnel to identify the causes and repair the shortcomings. Respiratory protective equipment may be temporarily required, to reduce exposure below the OES while repairs are effected. (Investigation may well indicate that initial assessment conclusions need to be revised.)
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